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 It is a tumblr theme build on Twitter Bootstrap 2.3.4,fontawesome 4.0, jquery 1.7.1, zurb foundation 4.0. Host. Cartikindleinromanagratis is hosted on Graphicspaper. (Web hosting services) You can find out more about Graphicspaper and the recommended WordPress hosting plan on their website. (see details) If you are planning to publish a post on your website that contains some photographs,
Graphicspaper offers a free service called “Embedded Images. Cartikindleinromanagratis is a theme built on Twitter Bootstrap 2.3.4, fontawesome 4.0, jquery 1.7.1, zurb foundation 4.0. The theme is responsive and looks great on all device sizes from desktop to mobile. Have a look around and if you like the theme, feel free to buy it. Please rate or comment if you like the theme. If you like this

theme, feel free to buy it through the following button. You will get the full right to use this theme on your own site for life. If you can't find your answer on the support forum you can open an issue. Cartikindleinromanagratis is a responsive Tumblr theme built on Twitter Bootstrap 2.3.4, fontawesome 4.0, jquery 1.7.1, and zurb foundation 4.0. The theme is responsive and looks great on all device
sizes from desktop to mobile. Cartikindleinromanagratis offers 6 custom post types, and is themed for a minimal and elegant Tumblr experience. Advanced Features Smooth Scrolling Twitter Bootstrap Font Awesome jQuery and minified version included. Grid & Typography Carousel Image & Slide Carousel Navigation Bar Forms and Contact Pages Infinite Scrolling Social Sharing Elements : the
theme comes with 1099 HTML elements. : the theme comes with 1099 HTML elements. Multilanguage Responsive : the theme is responsive and looks great on all device sizes from desktop to mobile. : the theme is responsive and looks great on all device sizes from desktop to mobile. Preloader : comes with a nice preloader. : comes with a nice preloader. Compatible with the standard Tumblr Grid
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